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The Classic: Always a Favourite
What a day!
The Classic has evolved over the years but what
hasn’t changed is the enthusiasm that this event
evokes and the enjoyment that we get from it.

Our Sponsors
Without the generosity of our sponsors
there would be no Classic tournament.
Members, Alan Hyslop and Robyn Rule
were the primary sponsors and they were
joined by our other regular supporter,
Waitakere Gardens.
Please remember Alan and Robyn for
your real estate needs and they will look
after you and your family or friends, as
well as donating to the Club for any
successful sales that occur as a result.
Amanda at Waitakere Gardens is always
happy to hear from anyone interested in
the village so be sure to get in touch if
you are interested in finding out more
(09 836 9744)
We would also like to acknowledge the
extreme generosity of Catherine and
Kerry Dye who also contributed to the
prize pool.

The format of the day is a real favourite and the
atmosphere is wonderful.

The weather was perfect. Warm without being scorching and we won’t even
mention the wind😊. We had the perfect combination of home teams,
teams from other Clubs, composite teams and some past members coming
back to spend the day with us. The games were completed in good spirit and
the background music added a pleasant overlay to the day.
Our generous members contributed fabulous prizes for the raffle and the day
went off without a hitch.
Teams were split across the carpet and D-green adding another layer of
interest as bowlers adapted to the different surfaces. As always there are lots
of people to thank. These tournaments take a lot of work from a lot of people.
Feedback on D-green was extremely positive and we thank our Greenkeeper
Scott for his work on our greens, it is a work in progress so we can expect more
improvements as the season progresses. Catherine, Kathy, Weng, the ladies
who cooked the sausages, those who looked after the raffle, tidying up the
kitchen, helping behind the bar…it just goes on. Thank you sincerely for
making the day so enjoyable. Sorry if you are not all named but the sentiment
is extended to everyone who did their bit on the day. Results and photographs
are shown later in this newsletter.

Results>>>

What a result!
Interclub 2019

Congratulations to all the Henderson Bowling Club Interclub 8’s
players who represented our Club across three Saturdays. Both
men’s and women’s teams achieved second place in their division
and are promoted to the next level!
Players
Lenice Baker
(manager)
Bev Flanagan
Catherine Dye
Diane Dickinson
Josie Mitchell
Kathy Haagh
Laurita Arnerich
Lenice Baker
Lynn Harron
Maria Brown
Marie Goodge
Wilhelmina Starke

Gerry Guy
(manager)

Billy Fulton
Don Baker
Gerard
Plasier
Ivan Arnerich
Kerry Dye
Les Deli
Peter
Chapman
Ray Lindsay
Ron Davies

Henderson Bowling Club hosted the final Ladies Interclub on a sunny but very windy Saturday. The green ran beautifully and there were
some great games.

Consistency Singles
The consistency singles attracted 14 keen bowlers with a great mix of new and experienced competitors. This format is a great leveler with
four games of ten ends, the competition was strong. Only 10 points separated the top four players! The winner on the day was Ivan Arnerich
whose amazing consistency netted him a total of 234 points. Behind Ivan came Gerard Plaisier and Kerry Dye who both had 230, followed by
224 points from Don Baker. The cup will be presented on Closing Day.

The Classic – all the fun!

First Place
Winners!

Runners Up in Second
Place!

Third Place Winners!

Social Event>>>

Come and join us for a fun packed evening! Pay at the door but please put your names on the board at the Club so that we know the
numbers to expect. There will be a light supper served.

Bowling Events>>>

Monday December 2nd Ladies Hobsonville / Henderson friendly at
Henderson.

Sunday December 8th Drawn Ham Tournament
Tuesday December 17th Open Ham Tournament
IMPORTANT CHANGE Men’s and Women’s Championship Pairs will now
take place on Sat. 7th March / Sun. 8th March. This is different to the
handbook.

Bowling Conundrum>>>
An interesting situation was shared on Facebook recently so you might want to join the debate! Shared by Bowls
Coaches and Umpires Taranaki. And borrowed from John Walker, posted in the Lawn Bowls Australia Facebook group
“Here’s a doozy for all the experts.
Green Bowl in the pit is a toucher, (can’t see the
chalk).
The Yellow bowl legally delivered, landed on the
Green Toucher without falling into the pit.
The Yellow bowl is not touching the bottom, it is
resting on the green.
We measured and the Yellow was closer......
Question…is the yellow bowl a legal bowl.”

The response from the Bowls Coachers & Umpires cited the rule 17.2.5 and said the yellow bowl is live! Not
everyone agreed of course. It was interesting to read the comments including those people saying you should
never stop a bowl before it falls in the ditch even if it might land on the toucher but that the position of the toucher
in the ditch should be marked. Like they say, you learn something new every day.

Thinking outside the bowl>>>
You may have noticed we have some nice new shiny teapots. Last year a possible new member came to coaching. She bought
along some bowls that had been donated. The prospective member, Pauline, got a job offer in Wellington and moved on. She
gave the bowls to Avril to do what she thought best with. Avril knew we were in dire need of some new teapots so she sold the
bowls on Trademe and used the money to replace our teapots. A big thank you to Pauline for the original donation, and to Avril
for making the best of the situation.
We are always looking for new ways of raising funds so if you have an idea don’t be afraid to make suggestions or offer your
help.

Flashback to Opening Day>>>
President Peter Chapman, David Oliphant Treasurer / Life Member, Avril Suter Sponsorship Manager / Life Member preparing
for delivering the first jack and the first bowl.
Big thank you to the Lumbs for the photographs of the day!

King agreed it was a
particularly
spectacular day!

Happy Bowling Everyone!

